ACADEMY OF FELLOWS

JETC 2018 Mid-Year Goals

AOF XC:

- Provide AAR comments by January 15, 2019
- Complete position responsibilities by 2 weeks before JETC 2019
- Suggest a Communication & Marketing piece for the Fellows section of Real Time or TME by JETC 2019.

RFPOC:

- Provide feedback on the 2019 Fellow Selection Process, which was completed in November 2018, by January 15, 2019.
- Provide PFPOC names to AOF, Chair and SAME Staff Support (Kathy Off) by March 1, 2019.
- Have at least one Quarterly call or meeting with each PFPOC in your Region before JETC 2019 (It may be a group call or meeting).
- With your PFPOCs, identify an E&C Camp Mentor from at least half your Posts in the Region, by JETC 2019.

PFPOC:

- Develop a “Support your Post” plan to engage your Post Fellow(s) with the RFPOC by JETC 2019.
- Identify current and future AOF Nominees and Mentor them, target at least one for nomination in 2019 for the Class of 2020.
- Keep members of your Post up-to-date with our Society “Run to 2020 and Beyond”.
- Recognize deserving Post Members and Fellows at the Post, Region or National level.

Fellow Class/Year Group Leader:

- Contact all the class (with help of others) by Capital Week if possible and JETC 2019 for sure.
- As a group, develop your plan to support either an event at JETC 2020 or an event during the 2020 events between JETC 2020 and JETC 2021.
- Have each of your Class/Year Group understand our SAME national direction and translate it into action at their Post or Region.
- Have a plan to recognize a member of your Class/Year Group for their significant actions relevant to our national direction annually.
Fellow at Large:

- Review the new AOF Operations Manual and understand the changes in the Academy and how you are a significant resource to your Post, by March 15, 2019.
- With your Passion, offer to your Post active support in activities which will help them take part in the Society “Run to 2020 and Beyond”, during 2019.
- If you are not near a Post, offer to your RFPOC or the AOF Executive Committee whatever you can do to stay a viable part of SAME and the AOF, by July 2019.
- With your years of experience, mentor a member or and associate, a student in STEM which can be your child or grandchild; give some of that experience to those who will follow you, every day from now on, but start by JETC 2019.